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Cosine similarity is one of the most popular distance measures in text classification problems. In this
paper, we used this important measure to investigate the performance of Arabic language text classifica-
tion. For textual features, vector space model (VSM) is generally used as a model to represent textual
information as numerical vectors. However, Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is a better textual represen-
tation technique as it maintains semantic information between the words. Hence, we used the singular
value decomposition (SVD) method to extract textual features based on LSI. In our experiments, we con-
ducted comparison between some of the well-known classification methods such as Naïve Bayes, k-
Nearest Neighbors, Neural Network, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, and classification tree.
We used a corpus that contains 4,000 documents of ten topics (400 document for each topic). The corpus
contains 2,127,197 words with about 139,168 unique words. The testing set contains 400 documents, 40
documents for each topics. As a weighing scheme, we used Term Frequency.Inverse Document Frequency
(TF.IDF). This study reveals that the classification methods that use LSI features significantly outperform
the TF.IDF-based methods. It also reveals that k-Nearest Neighbors (based on cosine measure) and sup-
port vector machine are the best performing classifiers.
� 2016 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Recently, text classification (TC) for Arabic language has been
widely investigated. Manning and Schütze (1999) defined text
classification as the task of classifying texts into one of a pre-
specified set of classes based on their contents. According to
Sebastiani (2002), text classification is the activity of labeling nat-
ural language texts with thematic categories from a predefined set.
With big data environment, researchers have been hard at work to
address the text classification problem in this huge information
era. With massive growth of text search transactions, effective
algorithms are needed to satisfy efficient retrieval time and rele-
vance constraints. In today’s market, achieving user satisfaction
within this astronomical growth of online data is becoming very
appealing to business investment. Search engines, e.g., Google
and other high traffic query processing portals, are expected to
meet and satisfy today’s user demands.

Supervised machine learning (ML) approaches are widely used
for text classification. The most popular machine learning algo-
rithms include Naïve Bayes (NB), k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM), Neural Networks (NN), Classification
Trees (CT), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), and Max-
imum Entropy (ME). In addition, similarity or distance measures
are used for text classification as well as the bases for some classi-
fiers. For example, k-NN algorithm uses a similarity function such
as Euclidean distance or cosine similarity to find neighbors,
Torunoğlu et al. (2011).

In text classification problems, large feature sets are a challenge
that should be handled for better performance. Therefore, utilizing
feature reduction techniques are important for efficient represen-
tation of textual features. Harrag and Al-Qawasmah (2010) pre-
sented a number of dimensionality reduction techniques such as
root-based stemming, light stemming, and singular valued decom-
position (SVD). In this work, we use the SVD as a feature reduction
technique as well as for producing semantic rich features. SVD is a
linear algebra method that is used to truncate the term-document
matrix that produced by Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), a well-
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known indexing and retrieval method. Even though the vector
space model (VSM) is widely used for textual features representa-
tion, however, it is a semantic loss while LSI-SVD is characterized
by maintaining the semantic information. Rosario (2000) showed
that SVD could be used to estimate the structure in word usage
across the documents based on LSI that has the underlying struc-
ture in a word choice. Kantardzic (2011) indicated that LSI gives
better results when using in text classification as it enables better
representation of document’s semantics.

This paper contains two parts. First, the LSI-SVD techniques
were used to generate the textual features of a corpus that contains
4000 documents. The generated features were then used along
with the cosine similarity measure to classify the testing set docu-
ments. Second, a number of classification methods were employed
for a comparison purpose. The classifiers include NN, NB, k-NN,
SVM, RF, CT, LR, and CN2 (induction rule). In the implementation,
Gensim (‘‘Gensim”, 2016) and Orange tool (‘‘Orange”, 2016) were
used. Gensim is a Python library for natural language processing
(NLP) while Orange is an open source machine-learning tool for
data visualization and analysis.

In next section, a literate review is presented. In Section 3, we
present the singular value decomposition followed by the theoret-
ical background of the cosine similarity in Section 4. The experi-
mental setup is presented in Section 5, and the results are
discussed in Section 6. Finally, the conclusion and future work
are presented in Section 7.

2. Literature review

Cosine similarity measure has been widely used in pattern
recognition and text classification. For example, Nguyen and Bai
(2011) used cosine similarity measure for face verification. In this
work, the focus will be on the cosine measure for linguistic appli-
cations. Among such applications, Silber and McCoy (2002) used
cosine measure for text summarization. El Gohary et al. (2013)
used cosine measure to detect the emotions in the Arabic language
text. Takçı and Güngör (2012) indicated that cosine is the com-
monly used similarity measure in the language identification prob-
lem. Sobh et al. (2006) used cosine measure for Arabic language
text summarization. Roberts et al. (2005) used cosine similarity
for Arabic language concordance. Al-Kharashi and Evens (1994)
Table 1
Summary of Arabic text features and classifiers.

References

Syiam et al. (2006), Thabtah et al. (2008), Gharib et al. (2009), Hmeidi et al. (2008), Ab
et al. (2009), Duwairi (2007), Zrigui et al. (2012), Moh’d Mesleh (2011),

Elberrichi and Abidi (2012)
Al-Shalabi and Obeidat (2008)
Syiam et al. (2006), Gharib et al. (2009), Omar et al. (2013), Kanaan et al. (2009), Mo
Jbara (2010), Larkey et al. (2004), Al-Eid et al. (2010), Alghamdi and Selamat (2012),

and Al-Sinjilawi (2007), Erkan and Radev (2004)
Froud et al. (2013)
Gharib et al. (2009), Omar et al. (2013), Hmeidi et al. (2008), Al-Shargabi et al. (2011

Alsaleem (2011), Khorsheed and Al-Thubaity (2013), Hadni et al. (2013), Moh’d M
(2010), Harrag et al. (2009), Raheel et al. (2009),

Al-Harbi et al. (2008)
Al-Kabi and Al-Sinjilawi (2007), Duwairi (2007)
Gharib et al. (2009), Omar et al. (2013), Al-Shargabi et al. (2011), Al-Kabi and Al-Sinj

(2009), Duwairi (2007), Zrigui et al. (2012), Alsaleem (2011), Khorsheed and Al-Th
(2013), Moh’d Mesleh (2011), Al-Shammari (2010), Harrag et al. (2009), Raheel et

Al-Shargabi et al. (2011), Khorsheed and Al-Thubaity (2013), Harrag et al. (2009), Ra
Al-Harbi et al. (2008)
Harrag et al. (2009)
Harrag and Al-Qawasmah (2010)
used the cosine measure for indexing and retrieval processes for
Arabic bibliographic data. Lin and Chen (1996) used cosine mea-
sure to extract concept descriptors (terms or keywords) from a
Chinese-English bibliographic database. Elberrichi and Abidi
(2012) indicated cosine similarity dominant measures in informa-
tion retrieval (IR) and text classification.

For Arabic text classification domain, various feature extraction
and classification methods were proposed in the literature as
shown in Table 1. In this table, TF.IDF is the shorthand for Term
Frequency Inverse Document Frequency, the well-known weight-
ing scheme of text features. TF.IDF is a combination of two parts,
(TF: the frequency of the word in the document, and IDF: the
inverse of the frequency of the word throughout all documents).
ANSI is the shorthand for American National Standards Institute.

Even LSI is a powerful feature representation for words’ seman-
tic, the literature provided in Table 1 shows that LSI has very little
contribution for Arabic text classification. Therefore, an effort was
made to address this deficiency by utilizing semantic information
for Arabic text classification. The cosine similarity measure was
chosen for classification process. The highlighted cells in Table 1
indicate that only two research works have the same scope as this
research (LSI and cosine). However, the first work, i.e. Froud et al.
(2013) was conducted for document clustering while our proposed
research is for text classification. In addition, we used a larger data
set containing 4000 documents while they used 278 documents.
We also compared the results using eight well-known classifiers
as well as exploring the performance of LSI using a wide range of
rank approximation. Regarding the other work, i.e. Harrag and
Al-Qawasmah (2010), they used NN for classification while we
used cosine similarity measure.

As this research demonstrates a comparative study of the differ-
ent text classification algorithms, we present a comparison
between the supervised machine learning algorithms found in
the literature. Table 2 shows that SVM outperforms most of the
classification algorithms for Arabic language text classification.
The information presented in Table 2 are arranged as the research-
ers, the classifiers used, the best performance classifier, and the
corpus size. However, the information provided in Table 2 is not
judgemental as we agree with Sebastiani (2002) that illustrated
comparisons are only reliable when they are based on experiments
performed by the same author under carefully controlled condi-
Features Classifier

abneh et al. (2014), Kanaan TF.IDF k-NN

ANSI
N-gram

h’d Mesleh (2011) TF.IDF Rocchio
Ezzat et al. (2012), Al-Kabi TF.IDF Cosine

LSI
), Zrigui et al. (2012),
esleh (2011), Al-Shammari

TF.IDF SVM

Chi-Squared
TF.IDF Dice distance

ilawi (2007), Kanaan et al.
ubaity (2013), Hadni et al.
al. (2009),

TF.IDF NB

heel et al. (2009) TF.IDF CT
Chi-Squared
TF.IDF ME
LSI NN



Table 2
A performance comparison of Arabic text classification.

Researchers Classifiers Best classifier Corpus size
(doc., cat.)

Al-Shargabi et al. (2011) NB, SVM, and CT SVM 2356, 6
Zrigui et al. (2012) SVM, NB, and k-NN SVM 1500, 9
Gharib et al. (2009) k-NN, NB, and SVM SVM 1132, 6
Alsaleem (2011) NB and SVM SVM 5121, 7
Khorsheed and Al-Thubaity (2013) SVM, NB, and CT SVM 2 corpora:

Islamic Poems
Hadni et al. (2013) NB and SVM SVM 415, 12
Moh’d Mesleh (2011) k-NN, SVM, NB, Rocchio SVM 7842, 10
Al-Shammari (2010) NB and SVM SVM 2966, 3
Hmeidi et al. (2008) k-NN and SVM SVM 2066, 2
Raheel et al. (2009) NB, SVM, and CT SVM 6825, 7
Harrag et al. (2009) NB, CT, SVM and ME CT 2 corpora:

350, 8
280, 14

Al-Harbi et al. (2008) SVM and CT CT Seven corpora
Al-Kabi and Al-Sinjilawi (2007) Cosine, NB, and Euclidean NB 80, 12
Kanaan et al. (2009) k-NN, NB, and Rocchio NB 1445, 9
Duwairi (2007) NB, k-NN, and Distance NB 1000, 10
Harrag et al. (2009) NB, CT, SVM and ME CT 2 corpora:

350, 8
280, 14
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tions that is, no learning algorithm is universally best for all prob-
lems and datasets.
3. Singular value decomposition

In general, Salton and Buckley (1988) can model text classifica-
tion features using VSM that was proposed. In the VSM, the vector
of the document is represented as ‘‘bag of words” in which each
word corresponds to one independent dimension. Usually, the ele-
ments of the vectors is the weights of the importance of the words
in the document. The weight can be represented using a binary
value to indicate the presence or absence of the word. Other repre-
sentations can be employed such as n-gram, keywords, or longer
sentences, Zrigui et al. (2012). It is clear that VSM representation
has huge feature vectors that should be carefully considered to
avoid hardware limitation, software capabilities, and computa-
tional time complexity.

In this work, we used LSI and SVDmethods that were developed
to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of IR techniques. LSI
focuses on semantic meaning of words across a series of usage con-
texts, as opposed to using simple string-matching operations,
Kantardzic (2011). LSI has been utilized for many natural language
processing applications such as search engines, Carpineto et al.
(2009), and other domains such as digital image processing,
Andrews and Patterson (1976). The goal of using LSI and SVD
decomposition technique is to find the relationships between the
terms and documents. That is, LSI generate a term_by_document
matrix that is mathematically decomposed to identify the seman-
tic correlation between concepts and documents in an unstruc-
tured text, of course with no loss (or minimum loss) of information.

SVD is based on a theorem from linear algebra which says that a
rectangular m-by-n matrix A can be broken down into the product
of three matrices – an orthogonal matrix U, a diagonal matrix S,
and the transpose of an orthogonal matrix V. The theorem is usu-
ally presented as something like this: Amn = UmmSmnVTnn. Fig. 1
demonstrates the reduced rank SVD. The bold K in the shaded
region of U, S, and VT represents the values retained in computing
rank k approximation. There are many free and commercial soft-
ware that are available for related LSI. We initially used MATLAB
for decomposing term_by_document. However, according to hard-
ware limitation, we used Genism that is characterized by efficient
use of memory.
4. Cosine similarity measure

The objective of this work is to investigate the performance of
cosine measure as one of the most popular machine learning meth-
ods for Arabic language text classification. More precisely, we eval-
uated the performance of cosine similarity against NN, NB, k-NN,
SVM, RF, CT, LR, and CN2 Rules. Theodoridis and Koutroumbas

(2008) defines cosine similarity measure as Scosineðx; yÞ ¼ xT y
kxkkyk

where kxk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPl

i¼1x
2
i

q
and kyk ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPl
i¼1y

2
i

q
are the lengths of the

vectors x and y, respectively. Both x and y are l-dimensional vec-
tors. Since cosine measure is easy to interpret and simple to com-
pute for sparse vectors, it is widely used in text mining and
information retrieval, Dhillon and Modha (2001). Cosine similarity
can also be defined by the angle or cosine of the angle between two
vectors. This allows documents with the same composition, but
different totals, to be treated identically which makes this the most
popular measure for text documents, Strehl et al. (2000).
5. The experiments setup

This section presents two subsections, the data set and the pro-
posed method.
5.1. The data set

We created a corpus that contains 4000 documents belonging
to 10 different categories. The corpus contains 2,127,197 words
that include more than 139,168 unique words. We got the docu-
ments from Alqabas newspaper in Kuwait (‘‘Alqabas”, 2016).
Table 3 shows the statistics of the corpus used.

The testing set contain 400 documents, 40 documents for each
category. Hence, the total documents in the prepared corpus is
4400 documents.
5.2. The proposed method

The proposed method is summarized using the following
algorithm:

Step 1: For the entire corpus (4000 documents for training and
400 document for testing), a preprocessing step is performed to



Figure 1. SVD representation of the document-term(s) matrix.

Table 3
The corpus and the category distribution.

# Category # Doc. # Words # Unique words

1 Health 400 218,214 29,574
2 Economy 400 181,366 29,443
3 Crimes and courts 400 172,145 29,416
4 Education 400 259,127 37,515
5 Technology 400 209,319 36,103
6 Sports 400 168,934 29,568
7 Tourism 400 270,142 40,488
8 Islam and Sharia 400 242,943 45,843
9 Parliament 400 182,503 31,183
10 Political Affairs 400 222,504 37,649

Total 4000 2,127,197 346,782*

* The total number of the unique words in the entire corpus is 139,168.

Table 4
The performance of the cosine classifier.

Features Accuracy (%) Rank-k Word frequency Small words

TF.IDF 67.25 No need 1 1
LSA 82.50 46 1 1

Training 
data set 

Testing data 
set 

Preprocessing 

TF.IDF computations

LSI computations 

Results

NN

 NB 

 k-NN 

 SVM 

 RF 

CT

 LR 

CN2  

Cosine measure 

Figure 2. The framework of the proposed method.
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prepare the text for the classification process. Therefore, cleaning
the text has the following three steps:

� The stoplist is declared to remove insignificant words. These
words are common and have no discriminative meaning. The
stoplist includes words that are found in almost all documents
such as the name of the newspaper, the source of the document,
the serial number of the documents, etc. an example of stoplist
in the corpus: { }.

� The ignore characters are specified. They include {�, ‘, !, @, #, £,
€, $, %, �, ^, &, *, (,), -, _, +, =, », «, {,}, [, ], |, n, /, :, ;,
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}. Therefore, any word containing one or more
of the listed ignore characters is edited to remove the character/
s.

� For all documents in the corpus, ”أ‘‘ is replaced by ,”ا‘‘ and ”إ‘‘ by
ا‘‘ ”.

Step 2: Using Python, the Gensim library is utilized to generate
TF.IDF features and LSI features using the following steps:

� Create the dictionary that contain all words.
� The documents are converted to vectors using the information
in the dictionary and the document word counts.

� The vectors are weighted using TF.IDF. The number of features
in each weighted vector is the same number of words in the
documents, after passing all filtering processes (i.e. stoplist).

� The LSI vectors (features) are created using TF.IDF vectors. The
number of features in each LSI vector is the k that is used for
LSI transformation.

Step 3: The performance is measured using the TF.IDF features
and LSI features generated in the previous step. The cosine similar-
ity measure is used to perform classification. The rank k approxi-
mation (a suitable singular value) is selected. Hence, different k
values should be investigated to find the optimum performance.
Bradford (2008) indicated that for real corpora, target dimension-
ality (k) of 200–500 is recommended as a ‘‘golden standard”. The
classification process in this step is like k-NN classifier that find
the similarity between the document to be tested and all training
documents. The k-NN classifier finds the k-nearest documents,
but the cosine similarity classifier return the label of the nearest
document (i.e. k = 1). The Gensim facilitates using cosine similarity
with both TF.IDF and LSI features.

Step 4: The Orange tool is used to measure the performance
using the LSI features. The classification is performed using the fol-
lowing classifiers: {NN, NB, k-NN, SVM, RF, CT, LR, and CN2 Rules}.

Step 5: The performance is evaluated using confusion matrix to
find the performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1 measure. F1 = 2((precision * recall)/(precision + recall)).
Sokolova and Lapalme (2009) has a comprehensive review of these
measures.

Fig. 2 shows the proposed method in visualization form. The fig-
ure shows that TF.IDF features will be compared with LSI features
using cosine measure. Then, the LSI features will be compared
using all presented classifiers including cosine measure.
6. Experimental results

In this section, the experimental results are presented. Before
conducting any experiment, three parameters should be set. The
first is the rank k approximation (for LSI cases), the small word
threshold, and the word frequency threshold. Regarding the small
words, it is possible to remove any word that is less than a certain
character length. This option gives the choice to remove the single
character in the text such as ‘‘ دمحمد ”, the character د‘‘ ” should be
removed as it is considered as noise and it will not help in the clas-
sification process. In fact, ignoring small words will get rid of many
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common words such as { } which are translated using
Google (‘‘Google”, 2016) to: {to, in, on, of}. However, many other
small words are considered as keys phrases for some categories
such as: { طفن,كنب,مد,ةرك,نف } with the meaning: {art, soccer, blood,
bank, oil}. Nevertheless, the experimental results show that this
discard will enhance the performance in some cases as demon-
strated in this section (Table 4).

Regarding the word frequency, it is the number of occurrences
of each word in the entire corpus. For example, it is possible to
select any word that appears more than one time to be considered
as a feature entity; otherwise, the word will not be selected. This is
important for two reasons; SVD finds a better correlation between
words, hence, a single word has no correlation. The other reason is
to remove typo words that usually appear once. The results are
presented in two subsections; the first is considered the cosine
classifier using TF.IDF and LSI features, and the other is for compar-
ing the cosine classifier with other classifies.
6.1. Performance of TF.IDF and LSI features

In this experiment, we used cosine similarity to measure the
classification performance using TF.IDF and LSI features. The
required parameters were set as follows. The word frequency
threshold is set to 1 (remove word that appears only once). The
small word threshold was set to 1 (remove the words of one char-
acter length, less than or equal this threshold). For the rank k
approximation, a range is selected to find the best performance
using different k values. The range was chosen to start at 10, 12,
14,. . . up to 100. Fig. 3 shows that the best accuracy was achieved
at k = 46. The k = 46 was considered as the baseline and used when
comparing the cosine classifier with the other listed classifiers in
the next subsection.

At k = 46, the accuracy scored 82.5% based on the LSA features.
For TF.IDF performance, the same parameters were used (i.e. the
word frequency threshold = 1, and the small words threshold = 1,
TF.IDF does need require k value), the accuracy of TF.IDF scored
67.25% as shown in Table 4.

To investigate whether the LSI significantly outperforms the TF.
IDF; the performance detection method proposed by Plötz (2005)
was used. The confidence interval [el, eu] has to be computed at
Figure 4. Confidence interval calculation formula.

Figure 3. Accuracy of different singular values.
the first place. Fig. 4 shows how to find the confidence interval.
N is set to the value 400, the number of documents in the Testing
set. If the changed classification error rate is outside the confidence
interval, these changes can be interpreted as statistically signifi-
cant. Otherwise, they were most likely caused by chance. We used
95% as a level of confidence. We also used the error probabilities of
the TF.IDF method, as 32.75% (100–67.25%) as reported in Table 4.
Since we used 95% as a level of confidence, z is equal to 1.96 from
the standard normal distribution. It might be interpreted as a 95%
probability that a standard normal variable, z, will fall between
�1.96 and 1.96.

The confidence interval is found to be [32.75% � 4.42, 32.75%
+ 4.74]? [28.33%, 37.49%]. Since the error probabilities using the
LSI method is 17.5% (100–82.5%), we consider that using LSI fea-
tures significantly outperform the TF.IDF features as 17.5% is out-
side the confidence interval.

To invest the effect of the small word removal, we performed
experiments at k = 46, small word threshold was set at different
values {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} as indicated in Table 5. The first row
entries in the table is the baseline settings for the small word
threshold. The word frequency threshold was set at 1. The results
are presented in Table 5.

Table 5 shows that the performance was enhanced by removing
small words in the case of TF.IDF when removing small words up to
less than or equal to 6 characters. Then, it decreases as many of the
discriminator words were removed. In the case of LSI, there are
some cases that the performance was increased such as removing
the words of less than or equal to 2, 4, and 5. The information pro-
vided in Table 5 shows that a large number of small words could be
discarded while obtaining better performance. In the case of less
than or equal to five characters (65), 1,339,592 small words were
removed with a better performance. In fact, this is extremely
important in the proposed method as the time complexity is linear
in the size of the training set, which scales poorly to a large dataset.
More research can be conducted to find the optimal performance
when discarding such a large amount of noise.
6.2. Performance of LSI using different classifiers

In this section, the performance was compared between the
cosine classifier and the other eight classifiers {NN, NB, k-NN,
SVM, RF, CT, LR, and CN2 Rules}. The LSI features were used in this
evaluation. The performance of the cosine classifier was already
obtained using the Gensim as indicated in the previous subsection.
The Orange tool was used for the other classifiers. Fig. 5 shows a
snapshot of the Orange tool with the implemented classifiers.

In the experiments, we used the accuracy as performance met-
ric. Since the Testing data set has an equal number of documents
(i.e. 40 for each class), the accuracy and F-1 measure will have
equal values. Therefore, the accuracy is used which is simply the
ratio of correctly predicted observations to the number of actuals.
Table 5
The performance of removing small words.



Figure 5. A snapshot of Orange tool.

Table 6
The performance of the classifiers.

Classifier Accuracy (%)

SVM 84.75
Cosine 82.50
LR 81.25
k-NN 77.25
NN 76.75
RF 74.75
NB 65.26
CT 54.00
CN2 47.25

Table 7
The significance test of the classifiers.

74 
76 
78 
80 
82 
84 
86 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Ac
cu

ra
cy

 (%
)

k neighbors

Figure 6. The performance with different k values in k-NN.
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We performed the comparison using the the following parame-
ters: {word frequency = 1, small word length = 1, k = 46}. Table 6
shows that the SVM classifier outperforms all other classifiers fol-
lowed by cosine measure.

The confidence interval was calculated using the cosine accu-
racy and found to be [14.09, 21.53]. Table 7 shows that the SVM
is inside the confidence interval which means that cosine and
SVM and LR have the same performance from the statistical point
of view. Hence, the shaded classifiers in Table 7 were found to
score the best performance.
The k-NN performance shown in Table 7 was measured using
Manhattan distance (with k = 10 neighbors). The Manhattan dis-
tance was found to achieve a better performance than other dis-
tance measures such as Euclidian, Hamming, and Maximal.
However, as this research mainly focuses on the cosine similarity
measure, we conducted more research on the performance of k-
NN based on cosine measure. Neither Orange nor Weka (‘‘Weka”,
2016) tools provide the option to implement k-NN with cosine
measure. Therefore, we used the RapidMiner (RapidMiner, 2016)
machine-learning tool that was found to provide this option (i.e.
k-NN with cosine measure). Hence, the performance was measured
using a different value of k in the k-NN classifier. Fig. 6 shows the
accuracies achieved using k-NN based on cosine measure. The
results found to be better than other measures such as Manhattan
distance measure that was the best using the Orange tool.

In Fig. 6, the highest accuracy was 84.5% at k = 7. We also rein-
vestigated the performance of SVM using the RapidMiner tool and
found to be 84.5% (almost same with the accuracy achieved using
Orange tool, 84.75%). Hence, our findings indicate that k-NN based
on cosine measure scored the same accuracy as SVM, the powerful
classification method.

7. Conclusion and future work

This paper shows that cosine similarity measure is a good
option to be considered for the Arabic language text classification.
It also provides an experimental comparison between eight text
classification methods. The results show that SVM and k-NN
(cosine measure based) classifiers have almost the same
performance.

As a future direction, we propose to investigate the perfor-
mance of multi-level and multi-label Arabic text classification.
We would also propose investigating the feature reduction meth-
ods such as what we proposed in this research (small words
threshold) and weighting schemes.
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